Knuckleboom lifting. Made simple.

- Load your transports correctly: NO MORE OVERLOAD FINES
- Satisfy safety regulations: NO MORE CALCULATING LOADS
- Ensure longer service: NO OVERLOADS OR BENT JIBS
- Engineered accurate & simple: INSTALL IT YOURSELF

Wireless load pin system engineered for Knuckleboom cranes

- Eliminates the need to calculate each load – satisfy safety regulations!
- Protect your reputation through safer crane operations
- The Cranesmart load pin will provide an accurate load indication in any boom angle or position
- Weight on the hook is displayed as well as a totalizing feature. This feature enables the operator to add each lift ensuring that your transport vehicle is loaded to correct capacity
- Wireless load pins ship pre-calibrated ensuring a simple installation, with no technicians required.
  - Engineered for any marine application
  - Battery life in the transmitters is a reliable five years
  - Intrinsically Safe and Class 1, Division 2 Ratings are available for use in hazardous area operations in the oil patch
  - Add an angle indicator or anti-2-block functions with a simple phone call
  - The Cranesmart load pin can replace any sheave pin or load bearing pin in any lifting application
  - Proven after-the-sale service you can count on
  - We welcome custom application inquiries